Abstract. It is possible to put a multiplicative structure in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence in certain cases even though the spectra involved are not both ring spectra. As a special case, an easy calculation of the homotopy of MSO is obtained.
It is the purpose of this paper to give a calculation of the oriented bordism ring MSOt based on some rather elementary considerations. In particular, we recover Wall's result [11] from arguments with the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence and the Hurewicz homomorphism for MOt.
We introduce products in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch homology spectral sequence under rather mild conditions. These are weak enough to include the case of MSO A X sa MO where X is a spectrum with SX sa ÄP°°. (In particular, X is not a ring spectrum.)
We will operate in a suitable category of spectra (e.g., [1] or [6] ), which we will not make explicit. All ring spectra will be assumed to be homotopy commutative and homotopy associative and the unit and product maps will be assumed to be cellular. 1 . We begin by discussing multiplicative structure in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence [1] . Recall that for given spectra X and Y, there is a spectral We assume that X and Y are connective spectra. We will now further assume that 1. Y and X /\ Y are ring spectra.
2. There is given a map & : S° -> X so that the diagram
homotopy commutes (i.e., the product in X A Y extends the module action of Y). Condition 2 is valid, for example, if X is also a homotopy commutative and associative ring spectrum and the multiplication in X A Y is the induced one; this will not be the case, however, in our applications. Proof. Since the exact sequence above is one of Z2 modules, the Poincaré series of W" is the same as that for the subalgebra {£,",, e -0, 1} of E00. Call this series II. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, the Poincaré series for E°° is II • IIr>I(l + t2'). This, of course, is the Poincaré series for MO", so we have n t^ -n • n (i +12').
The result now follows since (1 -I-z2')(l -t2') = (1 -t22').
4.
We have now determined the size of the subalgebra W". It is the object of this section to find its algebraic structure.
Let xn e Hn(RP°°; Z2) be the nonzero element and also its image in Hn(BO; ZJj under the inclusion of RP°° = BO(l). It is well known [5] that H"(BO; Z2) ŝ 2Íxn' n ** 'I' a Z2 polynomial algebra. We now study the image of H"(BSO; ZJ) in H "(BO; Z2). Proof.
Let / = {a|<£ u wx, a> = 0 for all £}. Certainly the image of H"(BSO; Z2) is contained in /. By checking ranks one sees that this is an equality. Proof. Since wx is primitive, it is easy to see that d is a derivation.
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Since wx n xn = xn_x in RP°°, it holds also in BO. (ÍUw1,«)=0 for all £ iff <|, wx n a > = 0 for all f. Hence there is exactness in the middle. The first map is a monomorphism since BO a BSO X RPX. Given a 6 H "(BO; Z2), define ß Ê //,(¿?0; Z2) by <£, /8> = <|w" a>. Then dß = a.
It is easy to see, for example, that the image of H "(BSO; Z2) is the subalgebra generated in the first few dimensions by x2, xx + xxx2 + x3, x\, x5 + xx, x4 + x2x3 + x\xx, x\ + x2x4 + xxx2x3 + x2x4 + xxx5 + x6, and that for each r > 1 x2r+l + xxX2r + . . . +XrXr+x + XrXx is in the image. We will not use this information.
Note that X1 A MSO = (5° U2le') A MSO, i.e., MSO with Z2 coefficients. Let ß: X1 A MSO -» S(X] A MSO) be the Bockstein. This induces a homomorphism which we also call ß, ß: W¡, -» Wn_x. Proof. Since ßxn = (n -l)x"_x in RP^, this also holds in BO. Since ß = Sq,, we have (n -l)xn_x = ßxn = ß(U n Xn) = Sqx(U n xn) = (Sq't/) n x" + U n Sq,x" = w, n ( V n x") + u n Sq= xn_, + u n (Sq.xJ.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Since Un is an isomorphism, the result follows. To prove Claim 2, write M"2") = x2" + axxx2n_x + f(xx, . . . , x2n_2).
Such a formula exists since h(u2n) is indecomposable. But ßh(u2n) = 0, so a = 0. 
N.B. This is the homomorphism induced by ß: X1 A MSO^S(X1 A MSO)
and not the Z2 homology Bockstein. This is clear from the definitions. Claim 6. ßu2n G Tr2n_x(X1 A MSO) c tt2"_x(MO) is indecomposable.
Proof. We show that h( ßu2n) is indecomposable.
Kßu2n) = ß"(h(u2n)) = ß"(x2n + f{xx, ..., x2"_2)).
If we write x2n + f(xx, . . . , xln_2) = a + xxb, a = x2n + exxx2n_x + g(xx, . . . , x2n_2), b = á*2"-i + h(xv-■ -,x2n_2).
Then e = 5. Since da = 0, e = 1. Thus ß*(h(u2n)) = x2n_x + h(xx, . . . , x2n_2) which is indecomposable. Now let u2n_x = ßu2n. Since ß factors through S1 A MSO, ßu2n _, = 0 and (c) follows. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3.
5. In this section we will exploit Corollary 4.4 to calculate MSO".
W" s ""(X1 A MSO) = MSO"(*; Z2). Lemma 5.2. Suppose E"(X) has no torsion prime to p and p: E"(X) -» E"(X; Zp) induces an onto map E"(X) -h> H(E"(X; Zp), ß). Then E"(X) <8> Zp s ker ß and TORS E"(X) a im ß. All torsion is simple. Thus E"(X) ss (Z)a © (Zp)b where b = rank im ß and a = rank ker ß -rank im ß = rank H(E"(X; Zp), ß).
Proof. Consider the exact sequence • • • E*(X)^ E"(X; Zp)X E"(X)^ E"(X)^ ■■■ .
We first show that p|im 8 is a monomorphism. Suppose p8(u) = 0. Since ß = pô, u = p(v) = ß(w). Thus S(u) = 0. Now E"(X) <S> Zp = im p = ker 5 = ker ß since p: Proof. According to Araki and Toda [2] , E"( ; Z2) has a multiplication with ß a derivation if tj induces the 0 homomorphism in E". This is clear when E = MSO since 17 represents a framed circle which is an oriented boundary. According to Komornicki [4] , the multiplications in E"( ; Z2) are in 1-1 correspondence with E2(*; Z2) if one exists. In our case this is 0 by inspection of the spectral sequence. Hence we are done. Since all torsion in W" is 2 torsion [7] , we conclude 6. It is reasonable to apply this method to other bordism theories. The case that is most analogous is MSU. We have BSU X CP°° « BU and MSU AX a MU where S2X a CP°°. In this case it is easy to see that E3 = E°° (the d2 differential is determined by d2(x2) = tj, x2 G //2(CP°°)). It seems that one could pursue this method, using characteristic number arguments to control filtration. Whether it would be much of an improvement over [3] , [12] , [8] is dubious.
Appendix. In [9] , Taylor gives another algebraic discussion of MSO. He calculates MSOZ2 via the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for (MSOZJf^HZ) and relating this to the spectral sequence for (MSOZ4)"(HZ) he concludes that MSO" has no elements of order 4 and that all /c-invariants for MSOZ(r) are trivial (where Z(2) is the rationals with odd denominators). It is not hard to use this information to calculate MSO" (using Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4).
